
     You have probably noticed a new Care Wear
Volunteers logo in the letterhead of this newsletter.
Special thanks to Joann Lee, Art Director,
Marketing and Communications, Hood College for
all of her time and effort to help me develop a logo
that reflects who we are and what we do.  As you can
imagine, this was NOT an easy task.  Some people
expressed concern when a baby was not included!
Others wanted to be sure that volunteers who sew,
knit, and crochet would be represented.  Well, Joann
had the patience of a saint as we reviewed her many
creative ideas.   Above, you see the final design.
     I am planning to use this design when reprinting
the Care Wear Volunteers Pattern & Information
booklet and our one-page brochure.  See page 39 for
information on ordering a logo imprinted tote bag.
Wouldn’t it be fun to carry our projects in a Care
Wear totebag!!!! This is also the design that I will use
on imprinted labels—preferably iron-on—that we
can attach to donated items.   So, I have a number
of projects to work on and I hope that I have some
progress to report in the next newsletter (December).
     Again, the Volunteerism Always Pays Program
participants at Wal-Mart store #1297 in Chiefland,
Florida showed their community spirit and their
dedication to helping hospitalized children.  In the
February to April quarter of 2003, seventy-one (71)
fantastic people completed 15+ hours of work on
Care Wear Volunteers projects.  Here is a list of
those participants :  Paula Adams, Mariann
Alexandrovich, Stephanie Alves, Jane Arney,
Stephanie Bass, Lisa Bell, Linda Bemis, Christina
Boyette, Phyllis Brady, Hillary Carnright, April
Clarke, Sharon Clark, Linda Dickerson, Linda
Dumas, Brooke Evans, Christine Ferree, Judy
Frederick, Ellen Gloff, Diane Hamilton, Karrie
Hamilton, Donna Harvey, Gloria Hayes, Valerie

Heitfield, Jodie Herrington, Rebecca Hollar, Michele
Horne, Diane Huffman, Amber Jermeay, Viola
Jerrells, Robin Junkin, Mary Kegerreis, Dorothy
Lord, Cynthia McElroy, Mary McConaghy, Barbara
McNally, Diane Mealer, Jessica Miller, Carolyn
Moore, Carolyn Morrison, Mary Morton, Miranda
Mullins, Roberta Murray, Shirley Newman, Mary
Norris, Martha Osteen, Nancy Phillips, Ellen
Piechocki, Barbara Richardson, Mary Riker, Mary
Roberts, Carmen Rogers, Debra Semancik, Irene
Semande, Darlene Schuler, Milronda Scott,
Catherine Shook, Audrea Smith, Leola Snedeker,
Dawn Souza, Jane Stauff, Janet Stone, Martha
Theis, Jennifer Thompson, Donna Tooke, Caroline
Weekly, William Weekly, Shanna Wilkerson, Faye
Williams, Doris Wright, Lynelle Wright, and
Stephanie Young.
     Sincere thanks to all.  I hope that anyone
traveling near Chiefland, Florida will visit this Wal-
Mart store to thank Wal-Mart associates for their
service to the community.  Special thanks to Jane
Arney for all that she does to help her associates with
supplies and motivation!   Jane thanks everyone who
sent pre-sewn fabric toys for her colleagues to stuff
with fiberfill.  Please keep them coming!  Her
address is:  JANE   ARNEY
              2189  SW  17th  Terrace
              BELL   FL (Florida) 32619
     If I did not send an official receipt to everyone
who sent fabric toys to Jane, please let me know.  My
summer has been VERY busy.
     Lots of praises for our two features (Knit Knacks
from Cathy  and  Crochet: From Heart to Hook).
I’ve received many very positive comments about
these helpful columns.  Do we have a volunteer with
the expertise to develop a column for participants
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who sew??????   Let me hear from you if you are
interested.   (I need newsletter copy around the first
of the month preceding each of the four newsletters.)
     Sincere thanks to Carol Caywood for her time
and assistance to Care Wear Volunteers.  Carol
donates time to help me with files and whatever else
needs to be done in my shared Hood-Care Wear
office.   Recently Carol organized my file drawers of
patterns—some of which were included in previous
newsletters and others that I did not receive
permission to reprint.  I have a drawer of sewing
patterns, a drawer of crochet patterns, and a drawer
of knitting patterns.  Most of those patterns were in
the correct drawer, but finding them was a challenge.
Carol sorted the folders and arranged them by
category.  She checked for duplicates and labeled all
of the folders.   On previous visits, Carol helped
enter names and addresses into my ACCESS
database file for the newsletter mailing list.  Here is a
photo of Carol with me in my office.

     Carol is a skilled seamstress and knitter.  She
carries her knitting projects with her and tells
everyone about Care Wear Volunteers.
     I am delighted to report that Care Wear
Volunteers is included in an article in Family Circle
Easy Knitting Magazine—Fall 2003. There are
photos from Make A Difference Day

in October 2002 and excellent coverage about all
that volunteers provide for hospitals across the
country.  I have been receiving requests for patterns
as a result of this publicity.  Sincere thanks to the
staff at Family Circle Easy Knitting!
     Sometimes the newsletter contains blank pages.
Rarely, however, are you missing a printed page when
there is a blank!  This newsletter is printed on 11” x
17” paper (four pages on each sheet—two on each
side).  When the humidity level is high, paper will
stick together as it feeds through the printer.  I wish
that this wouldn’t happen because it increases our
postage bill, but it is difficult to prevent.  I should
number the pages, but that sometimes affects the
scanned content of this newsletter (long story!!!).
Somewhere in the newsletter I will try to include
a total count of pages.  If you encounter blank pages
you can check your count to be sure that you have
a complete copy.
     Again, for change of address, please send me the
updates.  Bulk-rate mail is not forwarded—unless
you have a very kind postal employee.
     Sincere thanks to all who sent donations to Care
Wear Volunteers.  Donations of fabric, thread, yarn,
fiberfill, batting, etc., are always welcomed and will be
quickly distributed to volunteers who will transform
those materials into beautifully layette items as well
as donated items for older children and adults.
     Thank you for your continued support.

Contact information:
BONNIE  HAGERMAN

CARE  WEAR  VOLUNTEERS
C/O  HOOD  COLLEGE

401  ROSEMONT  AVENUE
FREDERICK   MD  21701-8575

telephone:  301-696-3550

fax  301-696-3952

e-mail: hagerman@hood.edu

website:  http://www.hood.edu/carewear



                       Aaron with the blanket he received…and, with the blanket he made.

I wanted everyone to know that our time and efforts are appreciated—not just when the donation is given to
the child and the family, but for many many years afterwards.  YOU inspired Aaron to join the effort!

       INSPIRATION!



More thanks and inspiration!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I recently received an e-mail that contained the request that we not use yellow for preemie hats, garments, or
blankets.  Many preemies have jaundice and yellow makes it look much worse.  In the past, I heard a similar
similar comment about blue.  Many infants have poor circulation and transparent skin.  Blue hats, for
example, will intensify the blue coloring and will not look attractive.

Lucile Salter Packard Children’s Hospital
Kate Teague, Blankets for Babies Program
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
725 Welch Road       Needs: Quilts
Palo Alto, CA 94304           Preemie hats/booties
phone: 650-497-8800     FAX: 650-497-9034

This newsletter
contains 40 printed
pages on ten sheets of
11” x 17” paper.

I added page numbers
to each page.



An article of interest.    Look at that small diaper!   It fits into the palm of an adult hand.

Mary Girshner, Ozark Care
Wear, Rogers, AR, sent this
photo of blankets made by her
group.  GREAT WORK!!!!



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    This sewing pattern was sent to Care Wear Volunteers by Donna Sheffield.  Donna is an active Care Wear
Volunteer participant.  She makes little quilts to accompany each gown and she also makes bunnies, kitties,
and dogs.  Donna agreed to send those patterns and I will include them in a future newsletter.  Donna also
has great patience.  She was kind enough to send this pattern twice because I lost the file with the first copy.
    Lorrabelle was Donna’s great granddaughter who “…was born way too soon.”  Lorrabelle lived only a few
hours.  The family was heartbroken.   Because of Lorrabelle, Donna joined Care Wear Volunteers.
    Many  thanks  for  sharing  this  pattern.



Size A  for 1-3 pounds   (Check measurements & adjust by enlarging/decreasing size on a photocopier.)







Service Project of Kappa Phi (University of Oklahoma) where they learned to knit and completed 16 hats!

     BATH  MIT
    (CROCHET)
Reprinted with written
permission.      2/25/03

Crochet bath mitt made
with soft absorbent cotton.
Skill Level: Easy

For use with Bernat LOVE
BUG  yarn.

See additional patterns at
the Bernat website:
www.bernat.com

Note: designed to fit an
adult hand for fun when
washing baby.

The illustration is
shown in pastel pink
with white eyes & tan
nose.



Bernat Baby Mitt directions continued:

Suggestions to quilt makers:
1.  Preshrink components used for quilts.  Eliminate the shrinkage before you cut and assemble a quilt.
2.  Consider using flannel for the underside of the quilt—for softness & warmth.

Sincere thanks to BERNAT
for permission to reprint this
pattern.

http://www.bernat.com
(for knit and crochet patterns)

Introducing
   HYLDA  ADAMS

1070 Orchid Road
Warminster, PA 18974

Hylda is 92 and a very
active Care Wear
participant.

Nancy Horvath sent these photos and wrote that Hylda
“…inspires me with all of the wonderful work she does.  She has
done a lot for babies and helped to spread the Care Wear message.”
Hylda delivers to Cooper Hospital  (PA).   She is an inspiration to
all of us!  Nancy thought that Hylda would like to hear from
anyone who wanted to write to her.  She does not have a computer.
Her USPS mailing address is above.



                                                                                        Another tote that is simple & easy to sew.

This clipping from a catalogue shows the
measurements (7”x12 ¼”) for a handy walker
or wheelchair bag.  Use zippers or Velcro © to
provide a safe space for valuables.



Diane M (Belleville, IL) joined Care Wear when her granddaughter Hannah was a newborn in the NICU.

Knitting preemie hats is almost a 2nd job for Diane!  She wanted to do something for the hospital & staff.





Photo Left: More of the marvelous baby items made by
the Middletown Ladies Group (article on previous page).
Pictured: Betty G, Becky G, and Dorothy C.

Photo Above: In addition to gowns & hats, Naomi R
(Milwaukee, WI) makes sweaters, blankets, booties, and
lots of other items.

Bill Haines (photo in June
newsletter) received this:

Hi Bill,
Thank you for the box of
knitted blankets & hats.
We love the pattern you use
for the hats, they fit perfect.
As soon as I opened your
box I picked out the blue
blanket and white & blue
hat and gave it to a baby
whose grandfather had died
a couple of days before his
birth—very sad.  We know
that the blanket will help in
some way, something
beautiful to be remembered.
Thank you so much from
all of us in the NICU.
Stay well.     Mary Kay
(Emanual Medical Center
Turlock, CA)



Martha B. sent this article.  As a result of this publicity, the group received more requests for patterns.

LETTER

Hi Bonnie,
It has been a while since I asked you to
post the Ronald McDonald Children’s
Hospital at Loyola University Medical
Center (Maywood, IL) on your list of
hospitals who would appreciate
donations.  Since that time the NICU
has received many wonderful baby items
for which we are most grateful!  Aside
from keeping the babies warm & cozy,
the handmade items make such a
difference in how the “little ones” are
perceived and reminds everyone that
there are people who care.  For this, I
send a heartfelt THANK  YOU.

Please change the name of the contact
person and the e-mail address for the
contact person from myself to JOAN
TOWNSEND, RN  at
rockyrn@hotmail.com

Take care,
Sue Burke

       REQUEST:
   HELP of Southern
Nevada requests 500 lap
robes for seniors. Bev Q
and friends are making
& collecting 12"granny
squares for lapghans.
   Bev would appreciate
assistance.  Can you send
one or more 12” granny
squares to:
Bev Qualheim
P.O.Box 427,
Loganville, NV 89021.



Letter from Jane Arney (Wal-Mart #1297 in Chiefland, FL)

     I must write a letter for this newsletter to thank all of the volunteers from store #1297 (Wal-Mart Super
Center, Chiefland, FL).   What a great group we have there!  I can’t thank them enough.  Their help, caring,
and loving attitudes make such a difference.  Colleagues have even helped me make deliveries to Shands
Hospital in Gainesville.  It all helps so much!
     In the last newsletter I mentioned that my car functions as a “warehouse.”  I store completed items on the
back seat and when it’s full, it’s time to make a delivery.  The trunk, on the other hand, contains some
donated supplies, like cut & sewn bears,  for me to distribute to anyone who needs assistance.
     I want to take this opportunity to thank each and everyone who took the time to send items to me to take
to my group to stuff with fiberfill.  We have some pretty good “stuffers” in the Wal-Mart group!!!!
     The group continues to glue, cut, sew, paint, crochet, knit, etc., in record time.  Each participant brings a
unique talent and it shows!  The group makes me very proud—as the collection of completed items fills the
back seat of my car.  I may have to consider the purchase of a van!!!!!
     Delivery of the completed items is easier now that I have help with that task.  But, I am driving more
often to Gainesville because another gal and I are enrolled in Clown School in Gainesville!   In June we went
to the pre-clown classes and we left there feeling as if we found a new life.  In July we returned for the
graduation of the current class. It was wonderful to see the clown graduates in full costume and painted faces.
My classes will begin in September.  The course is 6 months long and should be great fun.  We will use this
education to visit nursing homes, hospitals, and other events where we can make people happy.  Of course,
the trip to clown school also includes a stop at Shands Hospital for Care Wear deliveries.  M
     Wal-Mart associates always plan ahead!   Production of holiday stockings (green felt) has begun!  The
green felt has been cut and sewn.  The undecorated stockings are being distributed to colleagues who will
decorate them with bows, snowmen, trees, stars, etc… It is a real treat for me to see this evolution!  Each
stocking is unique and has a personality.  All of them are beautiful.  They will make many people happy.
     Wal-Mart has given a great deal of support to Care Wear and I am thankful to be a part of that. Our store
is full of very caring people, but generosity and caring start at the top.  From making baby booties to learning
more about clowning around, or learning new skills, it’s all important.  It’s all appreciated!
     Thank you for being there when I need help.

Jane
P.S.  Jane & her group have donated more than 1252 items (afghans, booties, bears, dolls, slippers, etc..)

VERY  EASY  KNIT  HAT
Mae Firestone (North Lima, OH) sent this pattern & sample.
This same style is featured in the Family Circle Easy Knitting
article (Fall 2003).   VERY CUTE!!!

Size 6 or 7 needles
light weight 4ply yarn or 3 ply sport yarn (knit to size shown)
CAST ON  36 stitches.
Knit in ribbing (knit 2, purl 2) for six rows—approx. 1 inch.
Knit all rows for approximately 4 inches
Bind off.  Sew top & sides together.

(Knit to scale---4  ¼” across and approx.  5- 5 ¼” tall)



Donna S’s

COOKIE
DOLL

Donna S sent this pattern and sample.  She calls it the COOKIE
DOLL.  Donna wrote that she makes them in muslin and brown
cotton.  Her grandchildren call them “Ginger” and “Sugar.”

Donna  usually puts three black “buttons” (fabric paint or
permanent magic marker) down the front, but made a mistake when
making the sample for me.  Her three buttons were off-center, so she
added three more to balance!   Six “buttons” looks cute, too!!!!

Many thanks to Donna for Lorrabelle’s Gown & this cookie doll.



Reprinted with written
permission.  (June 12, 2003)

Sincere thanks to Nina and
Marianne.

http://www.touchinglittlelives.org

Hospital Update:

Northeast Heights Medical
Center
4701 Montgomery Blvd,
Albuquerque, NM 87109

reports that they do not have a
pattern for isolette covers, but
that they can use half size
blankets (20”x15”) for
bassinets.

HOSPITAL  UPDATE

Johns Hopkins Children’s
Center
Attn: Jerriann Wilson
         Director, Child Life
Blalock 174
600 North Wolfe Street
Baltimore MD 21287-4174

welcomes cloth quilts to
distribute to children
recovering from surgery.



Ginger’s Easy Preemie Booties     ( http://www.geocities.com/Heartland/Farm/5115/page0005.html )

+

Reprinted with
written
permission
(May 8, 2003).

Many thanks to
Ginger for her
talents and for
sharing her
patterns with
Care Wear
Volunteers
participants.



Reprinted with written permission.  Sincere thanks to Bev Q   ***If you have time and can assist her, please
send one or more 12” granny squares for her lapafghan project.  See  page 16.
(   http://www.bevscountrycottage.com/slippers1.html   )
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Looking for short knitting needles?     Well, Red Heart brand sells “Kid’s Knitting Needles” in sizes
7, 8, and 9—in 7 inch length.  You can purchase one package with one pair of each size or you can
purchase the sizes separately.  These short plastic needles are made in bright colors and were purchased
at JoAnn Fabrics here in Frederick, MD.  Great short length for preemie hats & booties.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Care Wear Volunteers received a thank you note from the Intensive Care Nursery of Presbyterian Hospital
(Charlotte, NC).  The burial gowns & booties sent by Patsy M (Fort Mill, SC) were very beautiful and the
hospital staff sent sincere thanks.  “We hate when the time comes to use them (burial gowns), but we are so
glad to have something special for the babies & their family.  Thank you for all that you have sent & plan to
send in the future.  They (the gowns) are beautiful and you should be proud!”

Reprinted with written permission from
Bev Qualheim.  See previous page for her
marvelous website.  THANKS, Bev!

A photo of these
slippers is on
page 24.



Reprinted with written permission (June 10, 2003).  Sincere thanks to Mary Glynn. Please visit her website
for other lovely patterns  ( http://heavenlyangelsinneed.com/FreePatterns.html  )

Many thanks to all who sent
photos, news articles, and
patterns.  There is never sufficient
space in a newsletter to include all
that I collect.  In the next issue I
will include excellent sewing
patterns for a beret and an infant
cap.  I will also try to include as
many articles & photos as I can.



  Aunt Maggie’s Slippers
       Directions on page 22

Oh! Baby Baby Booties
Reprinted with written permission (5/23/03). Thanks to Judy.



Reprinted with written permission (5/4/03).  Sincere thanks to
Marion for sharing.



-----------------------------------------Recommended Websites-----------------------------------------------------
geocities.com/mamabeth00 (Fruits of a Spirit—cute caps that look like fruit.
http://home.att.net/~susanBinKC/premcap.html (half-double crochet preemie cap).













Sincere thanks to Terry for her creative ideas & her willingness to share her talent with us.













Sincere thanks to Cathy for her creative & helpful ideas.  She is kind to share her talents with us.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LEFT: Finished  items from Wal-Mart #1297
ready to go to Shands Hospital, Gainesville, FL.
RIGHT:  Care Wear/Wal-Mart Cheerleaders—
Linda D, Gloria H, Jane A, and Diane M.

                             CARE  WEAR  TOTE  BAGS
Need a light, bright-yellow tote bag to carry your crochet/knitting supplies? your
lunch?  Care Wear Volunteers celebrates its new logo (See top of page 1) by
having it imprinted on a golden yellow tote bag.  This tote is made of nonwoven
polypropylene & measures 13” wide x 15 ½” long.   Cost: $ 5. each.   Send cash,
check, or money order--payable to: Care Wear Volunteers.  Order now—while
supplies last.  (I can’t reorder these totes at the same price after September 30th. )

NAME_________________________________________

ADDRESS______________________________________

Quantity______    ______________________________________

Mail to: Care Wear Volunteers
 c/o Hood College--B. Hagerman
         401 Rosemont Avenue
    Frederick  MD  21701-8575




